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Ape Creative is a design studio that blends strategic thinking with 
aesthetic insight. Based in Dubai, we provide solutions ranging from 
graphic design, illustration, event curation, visual communication, 
advertising and branding strategy.
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‘Byahe’ is an exploratory typographic & cultural 
project that explores the dying craft of Filipino hand 
painted signage & its relevance with people residing 
in the UAE.
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THE STORY OF ‘BYAHE’

as our world is infinitely becoming more complex 
with digital technology consuming our everyday, 
people desire for honest interaction and 
genuine experiences to reconnect back with 
each other more authentically.



THE STORY OF ‘BYAHE’

authenticity is expressed by acknowledging 
your heritage & your roots, and creating out 
of that place.





OBJECTIVE OF ‘BYAHE’

as a design studio mainly comprised of Filipinos, 
we went back to our heritage roots in search for 
a craft that is as authentically Filipino as it gets; 
to see how that Filipino craft can connect people 
with one another through the use of typography 
& design.
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WHY HAND PAINTED SIGNAGE?

signage is one of the strongest means of 
communication of a message to viewers 
who are on the road travelling to places.





THE OUTCOME
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THE OUTCOME

through the craft of 
hand painted signage





CULTURE + HISTORY
HAND PAINTED 
SIGNAGE



Hand painted signage is commonplace in the 
Philippines. Almost so that it has been forgotten 
as a traditional craft that people have dedicated 
their whole lives and careers to throughout many 
generations. 

Traditional sign painters in the Philippines are called ‘mangleletras’ 
translated in English to ‘man who makes letters’.



The most common of places to find hand painted 
signage in the Philippines are mini streetside 
stores and transportation vehicles such as buses, 
tricycles, sorbetes (ice cream) carts, taxis, and 
the more eccentric mode of transportation in the 
country - the jeepney.
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Hand painted signage on several metal plates 
(similar to signage found on buses and jeepneys in 
the Philippines) will be created and curated by Ape 
and displayed as a whole installation art piece.

TIMELINE: DURING DXBDW



installation sample mock-up



stylistic references
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FILM ONE

DOCUMENTATION OF PROCESS

The first short film will take people on the journey 
and process of our design studio, Ape, in creating 
the art + design for ‘Byahe’ installation piece.

It’s important to document the process + journey 
to understand and explore the culture underlying 
the craft of Fiipino hand painted signage.

Shots in this film will include the study and 
practice of hand painting some signage and the 
collection of material, with an overall behind the 
scenes feelof footage.
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FILM TWO

RELEVANCE OF PROJECT TO UAE

The second short film will tell the story of bridging 
a cultural divide, and a cultural exchange through 
art + design.

‘Byahe’ is created to connect people residing in 
the UAE with one another through art + design; to 
acknowledge the places that people have come 
from (before residing in Dubai) and to know that 
the journey from your hometown back home to 
where you are situated now is an important one.

Shots in this film will include people being given 
hand painted signage created by Ape, with a 
customized message on the plate from their loved 
ones. This short film will document their reactions 
and responses to ‘Byahe’ given as a gift and how 
that relates to their lives here in the UAE and
back home.



Two short films will be created to be displayed in 
conjunction with the installation piece.

ONE: documentation of immersion process with Ape

TWO: relevance of the project to the prevalent culture in UAE

THREE: third film is to be created after DXBDW, documenting the
             history of the craft with an interview with the local ‘manleletras’
             in the Philippines.

TIMELINE: DURING DXBDW



FILM THREE

HISTORY + MANLELETRAS INTERVIEWED

For the third film, our hope is to journey together 
as a design studio back to the Philippines and 
document and immerse in the lives and culture of the 
‘manleletras’ of Manila.

The lives that these men and their families lead is 
very different from that in the UAE so it would be 
interesting to delve into the roots of Fiipino hand 
painted signage. The interviews with the ‘manleletras’ 
will indulge in the challenges, rewards, and hopes for 
this craft in this era of the prominent digital.

Shots in this film will include documentation of the 
‘manleletras’ hand painting signage and vehicles in the 
Philiipines, a look into their daily lives, and interviews 
with them.



Film references:

Manong Silverio ( https://vimeo.com/46873897 ) 
East Avenue ( https://vimeo.com/64087444 )
Sign Painters Official Trailer ( https://vimeo.com/61006621 )
Wayne Rueben Sign Painter ( https://vimeo.com/18646886 )
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Similar to the installation piece, ‘Byahe’ can be 
taken home as a gift to loved ones.
People will be able to buy ‘Byahe’ typographic 
designs that is customized with a message and 
name on it and be able to gift to their loved ones.

TIMELINE: DURING DXBDW



hand painted sign as a gift (mock up)



stylistic references
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Taking the craft from its beginnings in the 
handmade, we will amplify its potential & influence 
to communicate to a wider audience through print 
and the digital arena.
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Taking the craft from its beginnings in the 
handmade, we will amplify its potential & influence 
to communicate to a wider audience through print 
and the digital arena.

TIMELINE: AFTER DXBDW

talks
workshops
microsite

social media
book (compilation)

craft amplified into:



During this exhibition, ‘Byahe’, we hope to 
introduce the Philippine culture in a fresh 
perspective through art + design, and in turn reach 
out to not only the Filipinos in the UAE but a wider 
spectrum of cultures from around the world.



THANK YOU

PLEASE CONTACT

ROLLAN RODRIGUEZ
M. 050 428 4021
E.  rollan@theape.co


